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Of the 50 states in the Union, Alaska alone can count the polar 
bear (Thalarctos maritLius nhinrys) as a member of its native fauna. 
It is not surprising, therefor~: that the species is hiryhly ~rized 
as a trophy and that the s~ort of ?Olar bear hunting has developed into 
a major Alaskan industry. It may be conservatively estimated that the 
annual value of this industry to the state is not less than a third of 
a million dollars. 

Slightly over 100 non-resident hunters annually ~ursue ?Olar 
bears in Alaska and each brings a?proxi~ately $2,500 into the economy 
in the form of guide fees, trans~ortation, lodging and incidentals 
(Tovey and Scott, 1957). An additional 100 or rnore resident hunters 
also hunt for polar bears each ~ear but costs for them are perhaDs 
only about a third of those for non-residents. 

A particularly salient feature of the polar bear industry in 
Alaska is its direct contribution to the economy of arctic Eskimos. 
They derive a small inco,-,e from the sale of polar bear skins worth 
approximately $200. 00 each. Of far greater i'"'l;::iortance, hm·1ever, is 
the money spent in the villages by hunters and guides for services 
and the purchase of native arts and crafts. 

HUNTING THE noLA~ BEA~ 

Light ski-equipped aircraft are used to take ~ost polar bears 

in Alaska. Hunting begins in February and is largely concluded by 

the first of ~ay when the ice pack has u3ually benun to break up. 

Peak hunting activity occurs between mid-"1arch and mid-~pril with 

hunting success governed largely by favorable flyin~ weather. 




Flying over the arctic ice pack is not ~ithout elements of 
danger and, for safety, hunting is uaually done in nairs. ~breast, 
the planes fly across the pack ice searching for bears or their 
tracks. If tracking conditions are ideal a relatively fresh 
track can usually be folloued to its rnmer. Hrnvever, broJ:en ice 
and drifting or hard-packed sn~1, 0enerally result in conditions 
less than ideal and often huntin~ is li~ited to actual searches 
for bears. Under these circu~stances best success is usually 
realized by searches for bears alon1 open water leads where they 
assemble to feed on seals. 

Even when a hunting party locates a suitable bear, it is not 
always possible to take it as a trophy. Broken or new ice ~ay pre
clude a landing and bears often escape from hunters once they have 
landed. Customarily one aircraft remains aloft until the other 
hunting party has landed and killed the bear. This is partly in 
the interest of safety but also to keep track of the bear in case 
it escapes. 

There has been considerable criticism voiced against the 
hunting of polar bears with the use of aircraft. For the most part 
it has been contended that this ~ode of huntinq noses a threat to 
the welfare of the species. Harvest data do not-su~nort this con
tention, however, and limitinrr this 11od2 of huntiwr \vould essentially 
preclude polar bear hunting as ~racticed in ~lasl:a today, and would 
also adversely affect the State's econornv. 

Sport hunting for 0olar bears by dog sled ~as attem~ted by 
one or two guides during the late 1950's, but huntin0 success was 
meager and the n.uali ty of trophy 1'Jroduced Has far inferior to the 
average trophy taken by hunters usinry aircraft. There are bro de
terrents to this mode of hunting. ~irst, hunts re~uire considerable 
periods of time and secondly, the hardshi~s of livin0 on the ice are 
usually more severe than the average hunter wants or is capable of 
enduring. 

DESCR.Il?TIOJ'J 

The polar bear is amonq the largest of the livinrJ bears and 
like all bears is bulky in build and quite variable in size de
pending upon sex, age, and time of year. Li'Tlited records show that 
large adult males attain at least 1200 pounds in weight. Itost are 
considerably smaller than this and, except for young age classes, 
females normally weigh only about half as ~uch as equivalent-aged 
males. Table 1 presents the wei~hts and hide and skull sizes of a 
series of bears recently killed in Alaskan waters. 

:.ierriam (1896) describes the adult dental formula of the polar 
bear as I-3/3, C-1/1, "-4/4 and '1-2/3, the first three premolars 
being non-functional. The last molar on the lower jaw a9pears under
developed and much smaller than the sarn.e tooth in the brown-grizzly 
or black bear. According to ~ovikov, (1962), replacem~nt of the 
milk teeth begins at the age of 5 1/2 months and adult dentition is 
attained between 10 and 11 months. 
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In appearance, th2 ?Olar bear is slightly longer limbed and 
more elongate in build than the familiar black bear or brown-grizzly 
bear. The long legs are perhaps an ada~:Jtation to his nomadic way of 
life in contrast to the more sedentary habits of the other species 
mentioned. These features, together with the long neck and atten
uated flattened head and close-cropped ears, remind one of the 
weasel. 

The pelt of the 9olar bear is a valuable commodity. In addition 
to being in demand for rugs, it is in high demand for use in the 
tying of artificial fishing flies. The coat color of the polar bear 
is uniformly creamy-white, except for the nose, li"._)s, eyes and claws 
which are black. r'Ji th advanced acre, even the claws lose much of 
their pigment. Surprisingly, the pelt of the polar bear is aenerally 
shorter haired and less dense than is the coat of ·~ther North ~~erican 
bears. The length of the fur seldom exceeds 2 1/2 inches exceot for 
the long feathering along the backs of the legs. 

CL.i\S SIT"ICATiffJ 

As with most living bear s9eci0s, considerable disagreement 
exists concerning the classification of the ?Olar bear. Burt and 
Grossenheider (1959) and Pedersen (1957) rcconnizc three distinct 
species -- Thalarctos eo0roenlandicus on the east coast of ~reenland, 
T. labradorensis along the coast of Labrador, and T. maritimus else
where in the arctic. On the other hand, Hall and Kelson (1959) con
sider the polar bear a~ a sinryle s?ecies, but raco0nize five sub
species. These classifications a~~ear in need of critical review. 
The validity of a separate generic classification (Thalarctos) for 
the polar bear appears especially questionable. ~ot only are cross 
breedings of polar bears ~:1ith European brmm bears (Ursus arctos) 
and the brown-grizzlies possible but the offs~ring of such matings 
are fertile as well (Davis, 1950; Stendal and van :lartens, 1877). 
This is strong argument against generic se:.)aration for the ?Olar 
bear since by definition a species is reproductively isolated from 
other species; yet, here, separation fails even at the generic level. 

DISTRIBUTION 

The distribution of the polar bear coincides with the holarctic 
ice pack. As a consequence the polar bear is not a ?ermanent member 
of Alaska's fauna but only a seasonal visitor. Occasional bears are 
stranded ashore when the ice pack retreats to the north each summer, 
however, and there are records of large numbers of polar bears 
summering on St. 11.1atthew Island durinrr the 1800' s (for a sum:rnary 
see Klein, 1959). The rea~pearance of polar bears in Alaskan waters 
each year coincides with the advance of the ice pack in the fall. 
The degree of southern penetration from year to year is quite vari 
able, being influenced by the southern li~its of the ice pack and 
the movements of bears. There are recent records of ~olar bears 
as far south as ~univak Island and earlier records for the ?ribilof 
Islands. In the 17th century :::iolar bears 'Jere seen as far south as 
Japan (Pedersen, 1957). 
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Table 1. Weights and Skull and Hide Sizes of a Series of Polar Bears Taken by 
Hunters in Alaskan Waters, 1961-64. 

Weight 
Hide Measurements (Feet & Inches) Skull Measurements in Pounds 

Specimen No. Date Sex Length Width Total Length Width . Total (less blood) 

0059 3/27/61 d' 8'- 9" 10'- 5" 19 1 
- 2" 16 15/16" 9 11/16 26 5/8 1059 

1814 3/ 3/63 d' 9'- l" 10'- l" 19'- 2" 17 1/4 9 1/2 26 3/4 1082 

1 f~ I1844 4/10/63 d' 8'- 2 II 9'-10" u - 0" 16 1/8 9 1/4 25 3/8 352 

1848 4/12/63 d' 9'- O" 11'- O" 20'- 0" 17 3/8 9 5/8 27 1141 

.j::l. 1852 4/13/63 d' 8'-10" 10'- 0" 18'-10" 16 3/8 10 1/8 26 1/2 1044 

2691 2/29/64 d 9'- O" 10'- 4" 19'- 4" 15 7/8 9 5/8 25 1/2 999 

2732 3/24/64 d' 9'- l" 9'-10" lC'-11" 15 3/4 9 3/4 25 1/2 940 

2759* 4/11/64 S? 7'- 5" 7'-10" 15'- 3" 14 5/16 7 4/16 21 9/16 485 

* Lactating 



Some authorities (Scott et. al., 1959; Brooks, 1963; and others) 
hypothesize that the 0olar bears adjacent to the l\laskan coast are 
a segment of one large holarctic ~opulation. To date, no data con
firm or disprove this hyi:_)othesis. ' 1e arc inclined to disaqree with 
this supposition and consider it likely that major segments of the 
po~ulation are more or less fixed in their movements to certain land 
areas, particularly island groups, such as in Spitzbergen and Wranryel 
Island, \1here large nu~bers of bears, ?articularly females, consis
tently gather to seek den sites and to raise young (L¢n¢, 1963; 
Uspenskii, 1961; and see beyond). 

~ithin the world distribution li~its of the nolar bear, it 
seems probable that the bulk of the population is contained within 
a belt of variable magnitude surrounding the ?Olar can. In the 
area near the pole it is nrobable that the ice is heavier, less 
broken, and therefore that fewer seals are available for food (Tovey 
and Scott, 1957). Bears have been noted in the ~id-arctic sea, how
ever, (Ellsworth, 1927) and at the ice island research station 
located 600 miles north of ~t. Barrow. This indicates at least a 
general distribution of ?Olar bears throu~hout the polar ca~. 

1\I3UND7'..NCE 

Although estimates of the total ·1orld ~olar bear ?O~ulation 
have been made, they ~ust be regarded as subjective until far ~ore 
data are available. The s0read bet"'een "'.1.ini""!u::n (4,000) and maximum 
(19,000) estimates indicates just ho·1 subjective all such estinates 
are at present. Some fi~ures on density off Alaska's coastline, 
as reported by guides, are ?rovided in 7ajle 2 for those who would 
like to make their o·m JUesses. These f ir-'ures "av uell be biased, 
for experienced 1uides will ~uite naturally s"1end-~ore time scannin0 
areas where bears are found to be concentrated. 

Tovey and Scott (1957) and Scott et. al. (1959) calculated 
a world vopulation based on hunter observations of bears off the 
coast of 7\laska. H'or tlle years 1956-57, ti1ev calculated an aver
age annual po~ulation of 2,000 bears within a 75 ~ile striD alon~ 
the arctic coastal areas of ~laska. The estimates were calculated 
on the basis of the number of bears seen ;:ier unit area searched; 
area searched beinn calculated fron'l an assumed 1/4 mile stri-:i effec
tively searched by aerial huntinq 0arties at an average 90 mnh. 
flight speed. Projectin" these data to the total nolar rim and 
adding 2,000 9ossible bears for the central ice ca~ they sug0ested 
a world 9olar bear ~o~ulation of 17,000- 19,000 bears. 

Since the estimates by Tovey and ~cott (1957} and Scott et. al. 
(1959), we have co111piled an additional seven years of hunter obsel?=" 
vation data (Table 2). These data are reasonably consistent. The 
year-to-year fluctuatio11s are not considered chanqes in population 
status, but are attributed to slicrht yc~rly differences in distri
bution and to varyin1 huntin1 conditions. The data should reveal 
population trends over a s9an of years, ~ut are probably not re
liable indicators of year-to-year ~00ulation trends. 
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TABLE 2. 	 Comparison of bear density indices based on nur.1bers of 
bears seen ner hour bv aerial hunters and number of 
square miJe9 per bear-(1956-1964).* 

No. Flying !Jo. Bears Bears c:een l'JO. Rnliare square '1iles 
Year Hours Sighted Per Hour ·u1es ··scanned per Bear Seen 

1956** 84 	 33 0.4 1,888 57 

1957** 383 222 0.6 8,618 37 

1958 185 201 1 .. 1 4,151 21 

.1.959 265 498 1.9 5,963 12 

1960 164 179 1.0 3,690 22 

1961 356 340 1.0 B,010 24 

1962 313 304 1. 0 7,042 23 

1963 343 588 1.7 7,718 13 

1964 608 947 1.6 13,680 	 14 

* 	 Based on flight and observation data ?rovided by huntin~ ?arties 
as recorded on forms nrovided bv the U. s. :r.'i and ~'!ildlife 
Service for the years·· 1956 & 19S 7 and b'' the i\laska De;:_:>art111ent 
of Fish and r:;a:ne thereafter. ~ 

** From Tovey and Scott {1957) and Scott et. al. (1959). 
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The data of Table 2, pooled and treated in the manner of 
Scott et al. (1959), indicate a world polar bear population on 
the oraer-Of 13,000 - 14,000 bears. 

Brooks (1963) has critized these estimates as being too high, 
contending that because bears were tracked they were sighted with 
more than normal frequency. It snould be pointed out, however, that 
polar bears in their natural environment are quite difficult to see 
and that many bears along flight paths were undoubtedly overlooked, 
particularly when the attention of hunters was concentrated on indivi
dual tracks. Ue are of the opinion that polar bears are at least as 
difficult to observe as brown bears, and as has been demonstrated 
by Erickson and Siniff {1963) attempts to census brown bears from the 
air are decidedly inefficient. ·rneir studies indicated that survey 
crews observed less than half the bears along survey transects and 
we suspect a similier observation su~cess for polar bears. Composi
tion data calculated from hu~ter observations (See Table 5,) suggest, 
also, that Gingle bears were not seen disproportionate to their 
occurrence which suggests that bears were seen with approximately 
normal frequency without bias to particular population elements. 

Another way of estimating the polar bear population is on the 
basis of harvest statistics and recruitment potentials. Data com
piled for the late 1950's (Scott, ~t al., 19§9) indicated annual 
world harvests at that time on the.order of 900 to 1, 350 polar 
bears. This rate of harvest has shown no sign of diminishing in 
recent years (Table 3) which suggests that the population has not 
been excessively exploited as has been contended by Spark (1956), 
Sdobnikov (1956) and Hartington (1961). 

1?0PULATION DYNA;ucs 

Information on the population dynamics of the polar bear is at 
best fragmentary. It is probably that polar bears, like brown
grizzly bears, achieve sexual maturity when approximately four 
year~ old. Among captives, Novikov (1962) and Volf (1963) reported 
first breedings at five years. Breeding takes place from mid
February to mid~1ay with female receptivity lasting 3 to 8 days 
(Volft 1963). The time of ovulation is unknown, but it is pro
bably induced at mating as with the black bear (Erickson and 
Neller, 1964). Gestation lasts approximately seven months but 
this is highly variable. Among captives, Volf (1963) has recorded 
gestations varying between 228 and 303 days. This irregularity is 
presumably due to a delay in the implanting of the embryo as has 
been established for the black bear (Winsatt, 1963: and Erickson 
and Neller, 1964). ~hus, although breeding, ovulation and con
ception are spread over a rather wide period of time, blastocyst 
implantation and major growth of the embryo occurs at approx
imately the same time in most bread females. Presumably implan
tation occurs in October or November, since ~here is apparently no 
record of a macroscopic embryo being found in a female bear prior 
to winter-denning (Pedersen, 1957)" 
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TABLE 3. r·Jorld Harvests of Polar Bearsl 

Year Alaska2 Canada3 Greenland4 
Nor1·1ay 

Con'lMercial S;,>ortS 

1949-50 
1950-51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 

69 
60 
39 
50 

100 
128 
135 
206 
128 
250 
162 
152 

277 
357 
4 06 
433 
437 
507 
420 
416 
525 
382 
509 

205 
186 
105 

95 
131 
158 

? 

536 
374 
127 
341 
182 
444 
416 
279 
125 
311 
150 
105 

0 
0 

19 
G 

27 
26 
25 
29 
35 
23 
23 
21 

1961-62 201 172 5 

1962-63 
1963-64 

189 
251 

u s s ".'.' 6. .,_ .. \.. 

120 

a year 


L 

I 


Scientific 
collections 
only 
}\9prox. 10 
per year 

' 

for the 
~ame records 

below actual 
... 

1. 	 Adaoted in Dart fro~ Scott et. al. 1959. 
'· -	 - 

2. 	 From the J\.nnual ~c;7orts of the ?\la.ska ~ame Commission 
years 1949 to 1958; from Alas!ca ~epartment of Fish and 
for the years 1959 to 1964. 

3. 	 Harrington(l961) based on pelts exported; believed 20% 
kills. 

4 • 	 S9ark (19 5 6 ) • 

5. 	 L¢n¢, ~dd (1963). 

6. 	 Khuzen, R. Sh. (1964). 
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lvhelping regularly occurs in late ::ovember or Dece:lJ.ber 
(Pedersen, 1957; and Volf, 1963) ~hile female is a vinter 
lair, At birth the cubs weigh only 8-10 ounces, the eyes are 
closed and they i1ave li hair. Litters normally nu'""'lber one 
or two cubs, but occasionally three (Table 4) ar0 born. Yearling 
litters observed in .i\laskan Haters indicate that the av0ra0c~ litter 
is about 1.8 cubs indicating high cub survival akin to that in the 
black bear (Erickson & ~cl , 1964). 

How freri:uently fe"'lales give birth to younry is unkno·m. l\.rriong 
captives, Volf (1963) rei?orts that females do not breed the year 
after whelping regardless of whether the youn0 'rare suckled or lost. 
It appears likely that fema ?Olar bears breed in alternate years, 
although a three year breeding cycle is ?Ossible. 

Volf (1963) reports that ueaninrr occur:; at ary?roximately 20 
months, but the arye of self- iciency or family breaku11 is 
unknown. 

According to T'.>eder::>en {1957) fe.,,1.ale tiolar bears move to'vard 
shore-fast ice to and give bitth to cubs. ~ecent data (Usryenskii, 
1961; and L¢n¢, 1963) icate, , that concentrations of bears 
are regularly found on island area,.,, which Us·1enskii iJas labeled 
"maternity centers". The s de~0ndency of ~olar bears on 
such island arGas is ~ like bear young-of
the-year litters are observed off coast of Alaska. North of 
Bering Strait there are no siqnif icant island areag ~laskan 
waters, and amonq 545 litter obS3:i'.:'VEl S in S.::'! waters, Only 5 
litters ·were cubs-of-thz-year {r:~able 4) . It should be pointed out, 
however, that cub-of--tJ.w-ycar litters ma7 still have been. in 
winter dens during a larqc 1Jortion of the ti''10 that thes<:'! obser
vations were made. Litter records are e ially rar2 ~outh of 
Pt. Ley (Tovey Qnd Scott, 1957) but there are reports from Pt. 3ope, 
Teller and • Lm·1rence Island. 

}\lthough literature on the size and development of the nolar 
bear is scant, cubs a'.:)narently wei"."'h 6-8 :'.'OUnds U!Jon ern.erqence 
from the den in ·1arch or A?ril. The cubs of a litter of three 
killed April 7, 1960, by ~Tohn ~(ulowiyi on ;';t. r..a'1rence Island were; 
about the size of housecats. litter was unusual both as to 
number and its occurrence so far to the south. Even before the time 
of family breakuy:> the cubs are ff')")roximatc the same size as the 
mother. •1aximum size has been estimated bv Pedersen(l957) to 
attained at about 7 or 8 years. · 

The maximum length life (longevit:_;) of 9olar bears 
unknown although ca2tives have lived as lon0 as 30 ars. It is 
unlikely that many wild sryeci~ens attain this advanced age, however, 
since they are subj to the nor~al of wilds and are 
forced to secure their o~m food. 

PfJDULA'I'IO'.; cry ,.,..,OSITIOi'·J 

Population composition are unavailable except as can 
be derived from harvests sight observations. Earvest data 
for Alaska are relatively ~eaningl,ss for this ?Urpose since by 



TABLE 4. Litter Sizes of nolar Bears Observed in 7\laskan ''atersl 

Sows 	w/l cub so~·1s 'l:l/2 cubs "io?1 ~·!/3 cubs Averaqe Litter Size 

1958 12 22 1.65 
1960 22 14 1.39 
1961 39 34 1.47 
1962 33 41 1.55 
1963 70 76 4 1.56 
1964 66 109 3 1.64 

242 296 	 7 1.57 

1. 	 All yearling litters except one litt2r each of 1, 2, and 3 cubs 
of the year for 1964 and tvo litters of 2 cubs of the year for 
1963. 

TABLE 5. PoDulation composition of polar bears observed on the 
Chukchi Sea by ~laska-basc<l hunters. 

Year 1 cub 
Sm·1s tvl th· 

2 cubs 3 cubs 1 
Sows wit'--1* 

yrl 2 yrls 3 yrls sm. 
Other :sears 
>Jed. Large Undet. 

1958 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 1 

2 
1 1 

12 
39 
22 
33 
70 
66 

22 
34 
14 
41 
76 

109 
2 

26 
27 
32 
33 
69 

105 

71 
95 
73 

113 
99 

207 

22 
37 
25 
42 
51 
59 

9 

19 
54 
85 

Totals 1 3 1 242 296 2 292 658 236 167 

Composite nopulation Comnosition Summary, 1958-1964 

?opulation Element :·lumber ~er Cent of 0bservations 

Cubs of year 10 Trace 
Yearlings 840 30 .. 6 
Sows ,.Jith cubs 5 Trace 
Sows with vrls. 540 19.6 
Other bears 1353 49.2 

2748 	 100.0 

* ~1ay include some 2 year old bears still accompanyinq sm·1s. 
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regulation cubs and sows with cubs (cubs-of-the-year and yearlings) 
are protected, and because huntes are highly selective of large 
male bears. (Tables 8 and 10) 

A measure of the co~position of ~olar bears in Alaska waters 
is possible, ho~·1ever, fro:n sight observations rriade by hunters. 
The observations are recorded dailv on forms Drovided bv the 
Department of Fish and Game. A su;mary of these data {Table 5) 
indicates that the Do~ulation composition of nolar bears in 
Alaska waters during the spring is anproximately 20% sows with 
accompanying yearlinqs, 31% accomnanyinq youn0 and 49% other bears. 
Obviously these data do not reveal a true ricture of the compo
sition of the total ~opulation. The greatest discrenancv is the 
almost CO!llplete absence of Srn•;s with new CUbS in the~e observations• 

\lQRTALITY 

Hunting is the only ~olar bear ~ortality factor about which 
concrete information presently exists, and is doubtless the most 
significant one. Direct death at the hands of other enemies ap~ears 
to be rare and inconse~uential. A fe~ bears are victims of conflicts 
with walruses and an occasional bear is reported as killed by the 
killer whale (Anthony, 1928; and Dufresne, 1946). It is likely, 
too, that larger and older bears occasionally kill cubs and other 
small bears as has been renorteJ. for the brown-grizzly and black 
bears (Troyer and Hensel, 1962; and Erickson, 1957). Another 
possible mortality cause is driftinq far to sea on ice cakes. 
There is no evidence that diseases or 7arasites are significant 
mortality factors. ~ high incidence of trichina has been found 
in the polar bear (Thorshau0 and n..osted, 1956; l\bs and Schmidt, 
1954; and others) but afflicted bears an~ear as thriftv as 
uninfected animals. Presumably the polar bear, as the black 
bear (Erickson, 1957 and 1964; and Erickson and ~ausch, 1964) is 
highly resistant to disease in general and when afflicted shows 
little evidence of debilitating effects. 

FOODS AND PRED7\TORY IV\BITS 

The principle food of the polar bear is seals, notably the 
ringed se~l {~hbca his~ida). However, a wide variety of other 
animal and 0lant foods are included in the diet. Other seal 
species, walruses and \·1halcs are frer,:rucmt food items, the latter 
two being obtained primarily as carrion. Sea birds and their 
eggs, and other lesser prey are taken as opportunity affords. 
A wide variety of vegetable foods is also eaten. Bears stranded 
ashore during the summer eat larqe ~uantities of qrass, Vacciniu~ 
and crowberries (EmDetrum s,;.) (Petersen, 1957; and L¢n¢, 1963). 
L¢n¢ has also observed nolar bears divin0 for sea weed and has 
found their stoMachs filled with this food. Novikov (1962) also 
reports algae and moss as food items. 
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without doubt, the polar bear is the most predatory of the 
various bear species. Seals are hunted in several ways. During 
:vrarch and .2\pril young seals are obtained by di<Jq ing them from 
their snow lairs on the ice (L¢n¢) • Seals on O?en ice are approached 
by moving cautiously across the ice or sHinv-n.in0. Sometimes bears 
lurk near the exit holes of seals. Of the seal, the skin and 
blubber is first eaten and often the re~ains of the carcass are 
buried and sometimes revisited (Novikov). 

P.7\RASITES / DI SEASE .2\-_'1u 1?_1'.\THOLOGICAL C0NDITIONS 

The bulk of the literature concerninq the parasites, diseases 
and pathological conditions of polar bears concerns the occurrence 
of trichinosis and the toxicity of the liver. 

Williams (1946), t1act";initie (1955) and Brandley and Rausch 
(1950) all mention that Trichinosis sniralis larvae are re0ularly 
harbored by polar bears in Alaska. These studies indicated, 
generally, that over half of the nopulation is infected with this 
disease. The deqree of infestation3 rcnorted varied from .4 
4.0 larvae/<Jffi. of dianhraam tissue. A similar de~ree and rate 
of infestation is renorted for Snitzber0en (Thorshau~ and Rested, 
1956) as summarized belmr: .

Trichi~osis spiralis occurrences in ryolar bear and walrus 

Number Number ner cent 
Bxamin8d nositive Positive 

Polar bear 278 163 59 

Walrus 74 7 9 

Trichinosis spiralis occurrences in polar bear by age difference 

Number Nuni.ber Per cent 
Examined nositive nositive 

Young bears 
(1 - 2 years) 12 2 17 

Older bears 29 23 79 

As is apparent from these data, youn1er bears show a lesser 
degree of infestation than older ani~als. This suq0ests general 
increases of trichinosis infestation vith advancing a~e. 
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Oddly, studies to date have failed to identify the source 
of trichinosis infection in the arctic. The primary animals food 
items--seals, walruses and whales--~all show very low occurrences of 
Trichinosis spiralis (Abs and Schmidt, 1954; and Thorshaug and Rosted, 
1956) • In view of the extensive stuC:lies of the subject, it appears 
that the transmission of trichinosis in the arctic must be a complex 
and intricate system of continual transmission. It is interesting, 
however, that none of the authors cited considered the polar bear 
i~self as a logical source of transmission. This appears an over
sight to us considering the quite extensive harvest of polar bears 
by hunters and trappers the carcasses of which for the most part 
are left on the ice and possible scavenged by bears and foxes. 

The toxicity of polar bear liver when eaten as food is of con
siderable interest. Very little has been written on this subject 
in Alaska, but it is generally well known by Eskimos and local hunt
ers. Rodahl and Moore (1943) cite several incidents of lethal effects 
resulting from persons eating polar bear liver. The symptoms were 
typically those of vitamin A hypervi·tamintosis. These workers found 
that polar bear liver contained 13,000 - 18,000 i.u. (International 
Units) of vitamin A per wet gram of tissue and Rodahl (1947) reported 
concentrations as high as 26, 700 i~u./gram of wet tissue in Spi·tz
bergen bears. These concentrations are over 40 times grater than 
those found in beef liver and 20 times greater than in pork liver 
(Williams & Wilkins, 1961). In tests with rats it has been found, 
however, that hypervitamintosis symptoms occur only after large 
quantities of liver are ingested. Thus it may be considered a 
suitable and desirable food item when eater in small quantities. 

lVIOVEMENTS AND DENNING 

As previously mentioned, the movements of polar bears are in 
part passive and in part active. As the major ice movement is clock
wise around the pole, it may be assumed that bears are carried pass
ively westward (Tovey and Scott, 1957). Active movements are more 
probably responsible for their distribution, however, and such move
ment is doubtless concerned primarily with food procurement and with 
the bringing forth of young. That active movements are on occasion 
estensive is demonstrated by the fact that airborne hunters frequently 
follow fresh bear tracks 75 or more miles before overtaking bears. 

Recent observations in Spitzergen by L¢n¢ (1963) indicate ·that 
female polar bears actively seek island areas for making winter 
lairs and for bearing young. He reports that dens are made in snow
drifts and usually high up in mountains. "\'linter lairs have no·t been 
found on the ice pack in Spitzebergen. Pregnant females usually den 
in late October and emerge with their young between mid-March and 
mid-May, but usually in May.. Short trips are usually made from the 
den before it is deserted permanently. 
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Non-pregnant females and males are also re~orted to den but 
for shorter periods and in less elaborate dens (Pedersen, 1957). 
Denning is perhaps resorted to on occasion durin0 periods of food 
scarcity as might occur durinn unbroken ice conditions. 

DllYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDE''.J\TIONS 

The deep body temperature of the ?Olar bear as determined 
from six animals that were killed, ranges from 37.l - 37.8°C and 
averages 37.6 (Irving and Krog, 1954). This compares closely with 
the 37°C (98.6 F) temperature mean determined for the black bear 
(Youatt and Erickson, 1959). How much the body tern~erature is 
depressed during the period of ~inter-denning has not been estab
lished though a 3 - 6 degree drory has been determined for the black 
bear (Hock, 1951: and Erickson and vouatt, 1961). 

•
It is surnrising that the fur of the polar bear has been 

found to ?rovide very poor insulation against heat loss 
(Scholander et. al., 1950). These authors state that heat loss 
is especiallypronounced when the bear is immersed in icy \·1ater, 
since apparently the water quickly penetrates to the skin surface 
dislodging all air and there is no subcutaneous blubber to afford 
insulation. In our ex~erience the latter state~cnt a?pears in
correct, however, since tyryically ·~inter-killed bears ~assess a 
1-1/2 to 2 inch subcutaneous fat layer. Heat loss is probably 
reduced also bv nerinheral vasoconstriction and coolinn can be 
further compensated for by heat I.Jroduction •:1hile swimming. The 
polar bear is also a large ani~al \~ith a large heat capacity and 
has a ~roportionately s~all surface area. Compensation is also 
afforded by a high metabolic rate and a fat-rich diet. Even small 
cubs with shorter fur than adults evidently need little insulation 
because of their high netabolic rate (Scholander et. al., 1950). 

~ - 

At room temperature polar bear 11ilk has the consistency of 
sweetened condensed milk, is white in color and possesses a strong, 
fish like odor. ~s determined from analysis of a sa~ple obtained 
from a female accompanied by a 1 1/2 vear old cub (Baker et. al. 
1963a and l963b) , polar bear milk is ;ery hiqh in total solidS
(44 .1%), particularly fats. At least 14 fatty acids were to be 
recognized. Carbohydrates, while lm,1er than normally found in 
bovines, were higher in caseins and separable into at least three 
fractions. r1ilk proteins and lactose contents were similar to those 
determined for \'lhales, ~,orr,:ioises and seals. 

HARVEST Dl\TA 

The estimated and known harvests of polar bears in Alaska 
from 1925 throurrh 1963 are presented in Table 6. The data 
prior to 1961 were variously calculated and estimated by the 
authorities indicated. They are believed to be under-estimates. 
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It will be noted that kills ~rior to 1956 avera0ed about 125 bears 
annually. Kills for this neriod were made al~ost exclusively by 
native hunters. Kills since 1956 ~ave increased slinhtly, averaqing 
about 185 annually. Durinq the latter ~eriod there has been a 
marked shift in the manner of harvestinq. Native hunter activity 
has decreased markedlv while snort huntinq has increased. ~t first 
glance sport hunting ;ould anp~ar to have-disnlaced native huntinq 
but this is merely happenstance. nolar bears taken by s0ort hunters 
are almost without exception far beyond the ranqe of native hunters 
(Table 7). Furthermore, sport hunters are highly selective to large 
male bears whereas natives take all bears, cubs and females included, 
as opportunity affords (Table 8). The bulk o? the native kill also 
occurs prior to march whereas the bulk of the snort kill occur~ in 
•1arch and April. It is also significant that most sport hunting is 
from Kotzebue, a villaqe at least 50 miles re~oved from the nearest 
available nolar bears. 7\ctuallv native huntin0 effort has been 
greatly reduced voluntarily in recent vears due to 0reater opnortuni
ties for wage-earninq emi::iloyment and welfare benefits. 

The chronolo0y of the polar bear kill in recent vears is 
shown in Fiqure 1. ~ills ~rior to February were strictly by 
native hunters. S0ort huntinn usu~llv benins about ~id-~ebruary 
and continues through the first 0art of ·1ay. 7\,s is aryparent from 
the data of ~igure 1, the neriod o~ greatest activity occurs between 
mid~1arch and ~id-n0ril with hunting effort larnely dependent on 
flying weather. Ice and snow conditions nlay a ~art in hunter 
success, influencinq both trackin0 and landinn O'l""Jnortunitics. 

The degree of hunter success is hy normal 3tandards exceptional. 
No measure is available for resideat s~ort hunters, but non-resident 
success may be judqed by cor10arinr; the numb2r of >JOlar bears 
sealed for nonresidents and sales of non-resident nolar bear tans 
(Table 9). These data for the years 1961-63 shrnr an overall 
hunter success in excess of 94 0er cent. ~esident hunter success 
is ?erha?s sli0htly below this f i0ure. Success for native hunters 
is without ~eaning since they take bears as on0ortunity affords 
incidental to trapping, seal hunting and other activities. 

fll\.NA"iEHENT 

During recent years concern has been expressed in many 
quarters over the ~·1elfare of the. ~olar bear (~Dark, 1956; Sdobnikov, 
1956; Harrinqton, 1961; and others). nver exnloitation has been 
charged and in Alaska the use of aircraft in huntinn bears has 
been condemned as damaning (~oote, 1960; and others). The sealinq 
~roqram emDloyed in ~laska since 19Gl has nrovided excellent data on 
recent harvests and does not SU?Dort this contention. These data 
show Alaskan harvests ary7roximatclv akin to those of earlier times 
when the animals ~...rere hunted C0"'1.T"\erciallv. 
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TABLE 6. 	 The estimated and knrn,Jn harvest of ;?Olar bears in Alaska 
from 1925 throuqh 1964 accordinq to hunter type. 

Resident ~esident >Jon-Res. Total 
Year Hunter Hhite Hunter Eskimo !!unter Unk. I-Iarvest-
1925-1953' Very few ··1ajori ty T"i'C\'l 117(Averaqe) 
1954 ? ? ? 100 
1955 ? ? ? 128 
1956 ? ? ? 135 
19572 53 78 75 206 
19583 19 40 69 128 
19594 ? 53 ? 250 
1960 ? 62 ? 162 
1961 59 23 70 152 
1962 103 16 78 4 201 
1963 57 22 106 4 189 
1964 89 23 139 251 

1. 	 From annual re~orts of the Z\laska Game Co'Tlmission for the years 
1925 through 1956. 

2. 	 From Tovey and Scott (1957). 
3. 	 From Scott et. al. (1959). 
4. 	 Prom unpublishedclata in .i\laska Dcnart""lent of "'ish and r;a--ne files 

for the years 1959 through 1964. 

TABLE 7. 	 Distances Alaska-based hunters killed nolar bears from 
Alaskan shores in miles. 

Res. Hunters Non-nes Hunters Native Hunters 
Av. dist. Av. dist. .Av• dist. 

Year No. fro:in shore No. from shore ~lo. from shore 

1961 58 66 64 72 19 19 
1962* 9'6 68 85 88 12 21 
1963 57 49 106 64 11 9 
1964** 73 68 137 82 12 11 

* Average distance for --:ative hunters on foot seven !11.iles. 
** Data inco".tplete. 
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TABLE 3. 	 Sex composition of polar bears taken by Alaska hunters, 
1961-1964. 

Native Hunters "Res. Hunters :,Jon-!'.tes. Hunters All Hunt0rs 
Year No. % ·«ale ~ % '·Tale i,Jo. % 'rale No. % '·!ale 

1961 23 52 59 57 70 93 152 73 

1962 16 50 103 60 73 85 197 69 

1963 221 68 57 68 106 88 185 79 

1964 23 70 89 61 1392 88 251 76 


1. Includes 4 bears of unkno'.vn se~{. 

2. Includes 2 bears of unknown sex. 

TABLE 9. 	 I'.on-residcnt .mntcr succcs:::; :=or !,)Olar bc0rs .. 

1961 1962 	 1963 


Tag sales 78 96 	 110 


Bears sealed 69 89 	 109 


Per cent success 88.5 92.7 	 99.l 

2

TABLE 10. 	 1961-63 comparative riolar bear averaqe sl<ull1 and hide

measurements by hunter type. 

Skull and Hides sizes of Bears Taken b_y 
Non-Res. ~esident Native 


Year Skull Hide Skull Hide Skull Hide 

Size Size Size Size
Size 	 Size 

(inches} 	 (feet) (inches) (feet} (inches (feet) 

1961 24 .. 9 17.5 22.7 15.8 21.7 14.6 

15.6 20 .. 0 15.01962 24.8 17.5 22.7 

15.21963 25.2 18.l 24.1 16.B 21.5 

1. Length 	plus width in inches. 
2. Lengt~1 	9lus width and f la9 in feet. (see fig. 2) 
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The present sport harvest is also ?otentially less da~aginq since 
males constitute over 75% of the kills. This is in sharp contrast 
to harvests in Canada and ~on~ay where aircraft hunting is not 
practiced. In these countries, fe'1ales and cubs ::>redominate in the 
total take. (Harrington, 1961; L¢n¢, 1963). 

The size com'?osition of bears taken by hunters sucrqests also 
that the population has not diminished. Hides and skulls have not 
declined in average size which indicates b1at the kills have been 
drawn from populations similar in CO"l.position (Erickson, 1962) 
(Table 10) • The nmnber of bears seen ?er hour by airplane hunters 
since 1956 further emphasizes that no marked change in the polar 
bear population in ~laskan waters has occurred (Table 11) • 

Despite the seeming security of the polar bear at present, man
agement agencies should give early attention to learning 0reater 
details about this noble ani~al and valuable resource. nrecise 
knowledqe of the numbers, size and sex co:n.position of bears taken 
by all nations should be ascertained and closely scrutinized for 
evidence of over-exploitation. Dractical field studies should be 
initiated to deter~ine the "1ove'"'"'.ents o'!: b2ars anc. to determine whether 
the snecies is reoresented bv ~ore-or-less discrete sub-ooryulations

..... - ,. ~ ,I.: 

or is truly one large holarctic ?O?Ulation. Above all, qreater 
understanding of the species' ecolony and life history in ~laska is 
essential, 9articularly as regards recruit~ent potentials. 

Continued and growing interest in the aniMal as a trophy under
scores the need for greater knowlcdcre of the soecies if it is to 
be managed in an enlightened •1anner. Above all the present sealinq 
program should be continued and the L12. ta obtained fro'T\ it should 
be closely analyz0d for chanses in the harvest ~icture. 

The sealing :?ror;rar,_1 as pr2sently ad1"'linistered is extre11ely 
workable and seer!'!inqly holds "lost ?romise for the !aanaqement of the 
polar bear in Alaska at this ti'Ue. In brief, the progra!'l is an ad
junct to the Alaska game regulation which stipulates that the hides 
of all polar bears taken bv ~laska based hunters must be ~resented 
to the Alaska Departnent of ~ish and SaMe for compulsory sealing, 
together with such infornation as stipulated by the Department. .7\.t 
the time of sealing the hunter attests to the legality of the bear 
presented for sealinq and provides details concerning the animal 
and the circumstances of its bein? taken (?igure 2). In addition 
to sealing the hides of bears, sealing of~icers obtain the skull and 
hide measurements o~ bears and their sex. 

As is ap9arent, this progra~ affords an excellent means of 
ascertaining biolo1ical ~actors concernin0 the harvest which are 
very useful in nanaging the s7ecies. vurthermore, the Drogram has 
not ?roven too cu'"'.lberso-"1e to aclnlinister since the number of bears 
presented for sealing is not qreat and ,ost hides can be intercepted 
for sealing at just a feu location::::. 
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TABLE 11 .. l?olar bear observations in relation to hours of f lyin0 
as reported by aircraft :1unters / 1956-64. 


Number Number Bears Seen 

Year Flyinq Hours B2ars Sigl1ted Der Hour 


1956 84 33 0.4 


1957 383 222 0.6 


1958 185 201 1.1 


1959 265 498 1~9 


1960 164 179 1. 0 


1961 356 340 1.0 


1962 313 304 1. 0 


1963 343 588 1. 7 


1964 608 947 1. 6 
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As regards the future Yelfare of the polar bear, it a?nears 
that of all the bear snecie3 in the world it stands the best chance 
of being maintained at reasonably hi0h nonulation levels. Several 
reasons may be advanced in sw-mort of t:"1is state~.ent. "'irst the 
species occurs in an environment which is for the most part devoid 
of humans. Consequently onportunities ~or ·nan to ex~loit or to 
come in conflict with him are less freauent than with other bear 
forms. Vuthermore :man's influence on the environment of the ;:iolar 
bear ap~)ears slight as coii:.pared to the charnrns which have occurred 
or are being wrought to the environrrient of other bear species. 

Our toast to a loncr life for the polar monarch. 

BIBLIOGR7\1:"H\T 

In vimq of the general lack of technical contribution on the 
polar bear in Alaska, the followin0 bibliography is ~resented for 
those wishinq to seek additional infor~ation on the snecies. The 
bibliograryhy is not complete but does include most of the im?ortant 
contributions to our understanding of the s9ecies and presents as 
well all pa~ers known to the authors on the ?Olar bear in ~laska 
and the works cited in this 0aner. 
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